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> Back in stock next week... including a new model added to the range
We never intended the stock gap to be quite so wide on this product, so when it

became obvious that they were going to be late, we took advantage of the gap to

add a new model to the range as we had been asked by many modellers to do so.

As a result, there are now three ADS models. These are the original  ADS-8sx 8

output and ADS-2sx 2 output models—and the new ADS-4sx four way variant.

 

> ADS Solenoid decoders now come in all the variations you have
asked for!
DCCconcepts ADS decoders are the best possible choice for any modeller who uses

the 3-wire solenoid point motors sold by Peco, Hornby, Gaugemaster, Hattons,

Roco or any other brand around the world.

We Guarantee that... and with every single output on each model having its own

individual high power Capacitor Discharge Unit (CDU), solder-free connections,

frog power control, choice of DC or DCC power supply, analog DC or digital DCC

operation via push-button or momentary switches and connection points for

control panel indication, there is nothing more you will need to buy or install!

Being so complete, they are also incredibly economical compared to other brands,

as you will not need to add more cost for microswitches or added time and

frustration in installation.
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> AND… It is not just Solenoid decoders that are arriving
Many new things are arriving soon… 

Small items such as ready-to-use, pre-wired Chrome mounted panel LEDs in half a

dozen colours including red + green, flat fronted 3mm LEDs for more realistic

lighting & back-to-back gauges for OO/HO.

And of course some more significant things are arriving within a day or two,

including Cobalt iP Digital and Cobalt iP Analog point motors, so now will be a very

good time to log on to www.dccconcepts.com!

DO support your local dealer if you can. Having a specialist model railway store

close by is a great advantage for ANY modeller, and if you do not support them

when you can, you will lose them.

In addition to the UK, we also have dealers across the EU and around the world - you'll find

these on Google Maps HERE. 

Our contact details are:
DCCconcepts Ltd, Unit E, the Sidings, Settle BD24 9RP 

Telephone is +44 (0)1729 821 080.
Our UK Email address is sales@dccconcepts.com

You will also find us 7 days a week, 24 hours a day at www.dccconcepts.com
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